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An Ever Evolving Field

• The problem is about
– Web 2.0

– Blogosphere

– Long Tail

– Connecting dots

– Challenges

• Fragmentation alters 
Internet and presents 
new challenges to Next 
Generation Data Mining

• We present a problem 
encountered in our study



Web 2.0

• Universal information 

space

• People generate and 

enrich contents

• Low barriers for 

publishing and 

participating

• Information consumers 

are now also Producers, 

or Prosumers

• Even more people are 

joining for various 

reasons from expression 

to reputation



Blogosphere

• Blogosphere

• Blog site

• Blogger

• Blog post and comments (blog entries)

• Reverse chronologically ordered entries 

• Single authored (Individual Blog Sites)

• Multi authored (Community blog sites)



A Growing Revelation: 

Short Head and Long Tail
• Few people are densely 

connected: Short Head

• Many people are sparsely 

connected: Long Tail

• Long Tail and Short Head 

tend to be equally 

important

– Examples of albums *

• Zipf’s Law, Power Law, 

Law of the Vital Few are 

well-known examples

– The 80/20 rule becomes 

more skewed

Short 

Head

Long 

Tail

* The Long Tail, C. Anderson



Who are Familiar Strangers?

• People who do not know each other but 
share some common patterns

• Real World
– Individuals can notice the presence of some others 
at a train platform

– Common pattern: leaving at the same time and 
place 

• Blogosphere
– What you write is what you are …

– Have similar blogging behavior, interests (e.g., 
movies, games, technology, and politics, etc.)

– Never cited (came across) each other



Bloggers in Long Tail

• Not returned as top hits by search engines

• Inordinately many

• Disconnected

• A Movie Review example

• Critics – Short Head (e.g., nytimes.com)

• Movie Bloggers – Long Tail

• Long Tail is the most lucrative test-bed for finding Familiar 
Strangers



Finding Research Groups across 

Disciplines with Similar Interest

• An example of `feature selection’ research

– Many groups in different disciplines are 
working on that without calling it feature 
selection

– Some working on Feature Selection but mean 
different things

• Web 2.0 Marketing 4Ps

• Numerous book/product reviews

• Another Web 2.0 application

– Finding who are the best matches you don’t 
know



Web 2.0 Marketing 4Ps

• Personalization for the long tail

– Much easier to fish where the fish are

• Participation

– Creating a critical mass and generating crowd effect

• Peer-to-peer

– Online word of mouth

– Smooth information flow

• Predictive modeling

– Anticipation and recommendation



Connecting the Dots

An example from The Long Tail book

• Touching the Void, 1988

– Largely forgotten after its publication

• Into Thin Air, a decade later

– Its publication attracted a few readers who 

wrote reviews that connect this book to 

Touching the Void

– Touching the Void became a new sensation



Aggregating Niches in Long Tail

• A blogger with familiar-strangers will form a 
critical mass such that
– the understanding of one blogger gives us a 
sensible and representative glimpse to others,

– more data about familiar strangers can be 
collected for better customization and services 
(e.g., personalization and recommendation), 

– the nuances among them present new business 
opportunities, and 

– knowledge about them can facilitate predictive 
modeling and trend analysis. 



Need for Aggregation

• Customized attention requires 
substantial data

• Majority of blog sites are in the 
Long Tail

• …and are disconnected

• Aggregating the similar yet 
disconnected for obtaining 
critical mass

• Lack of data can result in 
irrelevant ads (see an example 
on the right)

• Increase participation

• Move from the Long Tail closer 
to the Short Head

• Smooth knowledge transfer 
between familiar strangers



Definition

• Given a blogger b, familiar strangers to b are a set of 

bloggers B = {b1,b2,…,bn}, who share common patterns 

as b, like blogging on similar topics, but have not come 

across each other or are not related to each other.

• Familiarity:

Blog posts



Definition

• Strangers:

– Partial strangers

– Total strangers
bj is in b’s Social Network

b is in bj’s Social Networkb and bj have disjoint Social Networks



Different Types

• Organizational differences in the blogosphere 
eventuate disparate types of familiar stranger 
bloggers

Community-level 

familiar strangers

Networking-site-

level familiar 

strangers

Blogosphere-level 

familiar strangers



Community-Level Familiar 

Strangers
• MySpace has a 
community called “A 
group for those who 
love history”

• It has 38 members

• Two members, 
“Maria” and “John”
– blog profusely on the 
similar topic,

– but they are not in 
each other’s social 
network



Networking-Site-Level 

Familiar Strangers

• 2 groups on MySpace, 
– The Samurai (32 
members)

– The Japanese Sword (84 
members)

– Marc, top blogger on “The 
Samurai” and Jeff, top 
blogger on “The Japanese 
Sword” discuss about 
Japanese martial arts. 

– Neither of them is in the 
other’s social network. 

– This implies, though being 
active locally and 
discussing on the same 
theme, the two bloggers 
are still strangers.



Blogosphere-Level Familiar 

Strangers
• 2 different social networking 
sites, MySpace and Orkut. 
– The Samurai (32 members) 
from MySpace

– Samurai Sword (29 
members) from Orkut

– Top bloggers from the 
respective communities in 
MySpace and Orkut, Marc
and Anant, respectively, 
share the blogging theme 
but they are not in each 
others’ social network. 

– The above example 
illustrates the existence of 
blogosphere-level familiar 
strangers.



Challenge

• Link analysis

• Exhaustive 

search is 

impractical

• One step-look 

ahead cannot go 

too far



• Searching via blog 

posts

• Defining Similarity

• If we know exactly what 

we want, …

• For the example of two 

books (TTV, ITA), …

Challenge



Challenge

• Using the context 

to help search

– What constitutes 

the context for a 

blogger

– Directed vs. 

broadcast search

An intuitive approach is to integrate link-, 

similarity-, and context-based methods 



Yet Another Challenge

• How to evaluate the work without

“standard” ground truth?

– Data and data collection

– Experiments

– Performance metrics



Ending Remarks

• Finding “familiar strangers” on the blogosphere

is challenging

• Aggregating familiar strangers can help find 

niches in the Long Tail

• We present more problems than solutions 

• Long Tail is where abundant new opportunities 

are

• A related note: Workshop on Social Computing, 

Behavioral Modeling, Prediction

http://www.public.asu.edu/~huanliu/sbp08


